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1 Functional specifications 

1.1 Introduction 
The MC3-FRUIT/MC3-COOL controller1 contains multiple cell controllers (max. 5) which can control, 
monitor and register the temperature, humidity, ventilation and CO2 levels of cool and storage 
cells. Each cell controller can control one cell with up to 8 evaporators. The controller is very 
suitable for the control of fruit storage cells, but it can also be used for many other control 
applications. 

The controller has a large number of analog and digital inputs and outputs which are all free 
configurable. The inputs are used to provide the controller with measurements and external data 
which are required for the control processes. The controller uses these inputs combined with the 
control settings (set points, parameters etc.) to calculate the control values. The control values are 
guided via the relays and analog outputs to the control plants. 

Multiple controllers can be connected with an Ethernet network which enables them to exchange 
control data. In this way, they can together form an integrated control system with mutually 
coordinated control actions, while retaining its autonomous operation in the event of network 
failures. 

The controller can be controlled by one or more local control panels. Remote control is performed 
with the use of the VDH Alfa Server Program (VASP). VASP provides access to the advanced control 
functions: registrations, alarm handling settings etc. 

The software version number of the controller can be retrieved using parameter P70002. In 
order to make sure that multiple controllers work together within a single network, it is 
recommended that controllers with equal software versions should be used. Controllers with 
different software versions may not work together properly. 

It is also strongly advised to administrate and store the set configuration settings (see 
section 4) and parameters (see section 5) properly after commissioning of a controller. Then 
it is much easier to exchange a controller if needed. 

The next sections describe the functional operation of the controllers. 

  

                                                           
1 In this manual the word controller is used to indicate one MC3-FRUIT or MC3-COOL controller which can contain 
multiple cell controllers. 
2 In this manual parameters are indicated with P<x> with x = parameter number. 
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1.2 Phases and cooling 
The cell controllers distinguish 3 phases in which they can operate. These phases mainly relate to 
the control of the mechanical cooling (solenoid valve and any suction valve). 

Cool phase: In this phase the cell starts mechanical cooling if the control temperature exceeds the 
actual temperature set point + temperature differential. The cooling stops if the temperature set 
point is reached. For the cool phase, each cell is placed in a cool group. Cool groups can be formed 
by setting a cool group number for each cell (P0310). A maximum cooling capacity can be set for 
each cool group (P2100 and other parameters). The cooling is only started if that does not cause 
exceeding the maximum cooling capacity in the cool group. For that purpose the cooling capacity 
of each cell applicable for the cool phase must be programmed (P0300). Due to this maximization 
cells sometimes have to wait until cooling capacity becomes available. The cool group of a cell also 
applies to the standby phase. 

Store phase: For the store phase, each cell is placed in a store group. Store groups can be formed 
by setting a store group number for each cell (P0320). Within each store group, each cell 
mechanically cools only once in a store cycle time interval until the control temperature reaches 
the temperature set point. The time between two consecutive cycles of a store group can be 
configured (P2201 and other parameters). The store cycles of the different store groups are not 
synchronized. By default, the cells are cooled in order of ascending cell number (P0100). As many 
cells with cool demand will be started as the maximum cooling capacity of the store group allows. 
Thus, the maximum cooling capacity of each store group (P2200 and other parameters) and the 
cooling capacity of each cell must be programmed in the store phase (P0301). If a cell cannot be 
started because it is defrosting or because the remaining cooling capacity in the store group is 
insufficient for that cell, then a somewhat different order is used. If, however, the next cell can be 
started, it is started to avoid loss of cooling capacity. Instead of the default order, other cooling 
orders can be configured (P2202 and other parameters). These are further described in section 
1.19. The store phase is very suitable to operate multiple cells with limited compressor capacity 
and limited compressor starts. This phase can be enabled or disabled (P0110). 

Standby phase: In this phase the cell only (mechanically) cools if that is required to deliver hotgas 
to another cell which is waiting for a hotgas defrost action. The other functions of this cell (defrost, 
heating, humidify and automatic ventilation) are disabled. This phase can be enabled and disabled 
(P0111). 

The controller can also cool a cell using outside air. This is described in section 1.15. 
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1.3 Heating 
The cell heating (relay function Heating) is switched on if the control temperature drops below the 
actual temperature set point + heating set point offset – heating differential (P0400 and P0401). 
The heating stops if the actual temperature set point + heating set point offset is reached. 

Heating with hotgas from mechanically cooling cells is also possible. This is described in section 
1.16. 

1.4 Defrost 
The cell controllers support 3 defrost methods, which are described in further detail below: A 
separate defrost group can be configured for each defrost method on the cell controllers 
(P0800..P0802). Different settings can be made for each defrost group (P2400..P2406 and other 
parameters), for example, the maximum number of cells that defrost at the same time, the number 
of cooling cells which are required for hotgas defrost. 

A defrost action can be started manually, on clock time intervals, effective cooling time intervals or 
on real-time intervals (P0810..P0843). A defrost action only starts when the defrosting 
temperature is lower than the defrost release temperature (P0850). 

Offcycle defrost: During the defrost time, the cooling ventilation of the evaporators is switch on 
and the cooling is blocked. Defrost will automatically stop if the maximum defrost time (P0851) 
has passed. Automatic stop at the reaching of the end of defrost temperature (P0852) can also be 
set (P0805). In case of multiple evaporators, the evaporators are defrosted simultaneously. 

The offcycle defrost method can also be selected automatically when electrical or hotgas defrost is 
programmed. Automatic selection is based on the control temperature. When the control 
temperature rises above an adjustable value (P0803), then offcycle defrost is used instead of the 
defrost method programmed. 

Electrical defrost: During defrost the cooling ventilation of the evaporators stays off. Defrost will 
automatically stop if the end of defrost temperature (P0852) is reached or the maximum defrost 
time (P0851) has passed. After defrost a dripoff is performed. The ventilation after electrical 
defrost can be released on time, defrost temperature or on a combination of both (P0872..P0874). 
In case of multiple evaporators, the evaporators can be configured (P0804) to defrost 
simultaneously or after one another. 
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Hotgas defrost within a defrost group: This defrost method requires one or more cells (within the 
same defrost group) which are cooling to deliver hotgas. The number of cooling cells which are 
required for hotgas defrosting can be programmed (P2402 and other parameters). The maximum 
time a cell must wait for hotgas can also be programmed. If this maximum time is exceeded or 
there are too many cells waiting for hotgas (P2401), then other cells are forced to start cooling to 
deliver hotgas. If required, forced cell cooling and order of cooling can be programmed (P2406). We 
distinguish the following categories of cells: 

"Preference cells": These are cells that are identified as preference cell using parameter P0120. 

"Highest cool demand cells": These are cells that are not cooling (yet), but have a cool demand. 
These cells are forced to cool in order of decreasing cool demand. 

"Standby cells": These are cells that are set to the standby phase. 

As many cells as required will be forced to start cooling, according to the set order, until the 
required number of cooling cells has been reached. 

During defrost the cooling ventilation of the evaporators stays off. Defrost will automatically stop if 
the end of defrost temperature (P0852) is reached or the maximum defrost time (P0851) has 
passed. Defrost will also stop if no hotgas is available anymore. After defrost a dripoff, pressure 
equalizing B and a pumpdown are performed. The ventilation after hotgas defrost can be released 
on time, defrost temperature or on a combination of both (P0872..P0874). In case of multiple 
evaporators, the evaporators can be programmed to defrost simultaneously or one after the other 
(P0804). 

Hotgas defrost using own evaporators (P0802 = -1): With this hotgas defrost method no hotgas 
is used from other cooling cells but from one or more (own) evaporators in the same cell. A defrost 
is started only if there is sufficient cooling demand (>P0880). For each defrost action only one 
evaporator is used. The next evaporator is defrosted (depending on P0810) after a defrost interval 
time or at the next real-time defrost start time (see P0820..P0849). The number of evaporators 
that have to cool in order to defrost an own evaporator can be set (P0881). 

In addition to the evaporator that is defrosted and the evaporators that cool in order to produce 
hotgas (P0881), there may be even more evaporators (number of available evaporators > P0881 + 
1). If these "other" evaporators cool at the start of the hotgas defrost, then these evaporators keep 
on cooling as long as there is more than sufficient cooling demand (> P0880). These evaporators 
stop with cooling when there is no longer sufficient cooling demand. They then no longer cool again 
as long as the hotgas defrost continues. 
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Note: If the combination of hotgas defrost with own evaporators and hotgas defrost with 
evaporators of other cells (in the same defrost group) is desired, then a cell controller will have to 
be configured per evaporator. The switching on and off, setting set points and other settings of the 
various evaporators (cell controllers) can be linked to one another with parameters (P0101, P0102 
and P0140). 
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1.5 Ventilation functions 
The cell controllers support the following separated ventilation functions: 

Cooling ventilation: This ventilation function is coupled to an evaporator and used during cooling 
and offcycle defrost. The function can be switch on and off automatically, but it can also be 
switched on continuously by manual control. This selection can be made using the cooling 
ventilation mode (see section 2). The function can also be continuously switched on using a digital 
input (Continuous cooling function). 

An additional relay function is coupled to this ventilation function: High RPM ventilation. This relay 
function is active (only during cooling) if the control temperature exceeds the temperature set 
point + High RPM ventilation set point offset (P0360) + High RPM ventilation differential (P0361). 
The function stops if the control temperature reaches the temperature set point + High RPM 
ventilation set point offset. 

Heating ventilation: This ventilation function is active during heating. 

Automatic ventilation: This ventilation function is not coupled to cooling. It can be switched on at 
real-time periods, on pulse/pause basis or pulse/pause basis synchronized with cooling or 
combinations of these options (P0700..P0739). Pulse/pause synchronized with cooling means: 
After a cool action and the ventilation switch-off delay the automatic ventilation starts with a 
pause time. Five sets of pulse/pause times can be programmed for the pulse/pause basis. One of 
the sets can be selected at the control panel using the automatic ventilation pulse/pause mode 
(see section 2). 

Parameters (P0411, P0701) can be set that the relays with function "Cooling ventilation" are also 
activated for the functions "Heating ventilation" and/or "Automatic ventilation". This can simplify 
the configuration of the ventilation relay functions. 

The relays with function "Cooling ventilation" are also activated during offcycle defrost. 

CO2 ventilation: This ventilation function switches on once the measured CO2 level goes above the 
CO2 ventilation set point (P0780) + CO2 ventilation differential (P0781). The function switches off 
once the CO2 level is at or below the CO2 ventilation set point. The function also switches off during 
fatal alarms, blocking conditions and with a CO2 sensor error. The measured CO2 level and the 
status of the CO2 ventilation can be displayed on the cell page 1 (P0138 = 3). 

In addition to the ventilation relay function, the cell controller also has an analog ventilation 
control. The ventilation rate for different situations can be configured with parameters 
(P0750..P0754). 
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1.6 Humidify 
The cell controllers support 3 humidify modes: 

Off: The humidify control is continuously de-activated. 

Continuous: The humidify control is continuously activated. 

Automatic: The humidify control is activated based on the advanced automatic humidify timing 
settings which include pulse/pause timing and synchronization with cooling and ventilation 
(P0600..P0631). 

If the humidify control is activated, then the control can be optionally based on the control RH 
sensors, actual RH control set point, humidify set point offset and humidify differential 
(P0640..0642): Humidify is switched on if the control RH drops below the actual RH set point + 
humidify set point offset – humidify differential. Humidify is switched off if the actual RH set point 
+ humidify set point offset is reached. 

An overruling limitation provision can be used to limit the total humidification time within a time 
period: A maximum humidify time within a blocktime can be programmed (P0630..P0631). 

During a hot gas defrost with own evaporators (P0802 = -1) there is also no humidification. 

1.7 Dehumidify 
The dehumidification control is based on RH control sensors, the current RH set point, the 
dehumidification set point offset, and the dehumidification differential (P0661 to P0662): 
Dehumidification is switched on if the control RH goes above the current RH set point + 
dehumidification set point offset - dehumidification differential. Dehumidification is switched off 
when the current RH set point + dehumidification set point offset is reached. 

1.8 Day-/night mode 
The day/night mode is used to determine the temperature and RH set points. It can be switched 
manually, automatically (P0160..P0163) or by a digital input. An automatic coupling or a coupling 
via a digital input can be changed manually. 

The night mode can also be completely blocked (P0164). The cell controller is then always in day 
mode and the day-night indications/buttons and night set points are not displayed on the control 
panels. 
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1.9 Blocking 
If blocking is activated then all control functions are stopped. Blocking can be activated on real-
time periods (P1000..P1035) or by a digital input. If required the blocking can be ignored for 
automatic ventilation (P1040). The detection of temperature - and RH alarms during blocking can 
be switched off (P1042). 

1.10 Lighting 
If a relay function Light is configured, then a light button is displayed on the cell pages of the touch 
screen control panel with which the lighting can be switched. With a parameter (P0152) it can be 
set that the lighting also couples on the door contact. The lighting can also be switched with an 
external pulse switch, if it is configured as a "Light switch" on a digital input. A minimum pulse time 
of 1 s applies for this digital pulse input. 

1.11 External temperature set point 
The normal day and night temperature set point can be changed by an external digital input, for 
instance a switch. The digital input can be used to start, restart and stop an alternative 
temperature set point or an offset on the normal set point. Different timing and activation options 
are available (P0170..P0173). A minimum pulse time of 1 s is required to enable proper starting 
and stopping through the digital input. 

1.12 Water measurement 
The cell controller supports measurement of water quantity. It can, for example, measure the 
defrost water from the evaporators. A water counter pulse can be sent through a digital input. The 
minimum pulse time required is 1 s. The number of liters of water corresponding to a pulse can be 
set using a parameter (P1100). A free-running counter and day counter are used to keep track of 
the amount of water from the evaporators. 

It is possible to open a water valve after a settable number of liters for a settable period of time 
(P1101..P1102). This can then be used, for example, to empty out a collection vessel. 

Note: The water measurement function and water valve control are also active when the cell 
controller is switched off. 
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1.13 PI Cooling 
The controller contains a PI cooling controller for evaporator 1 (0..10Vdc/0..20mA output). This PI 
control is active when the fluid valve for mechanical cooling is opened with evaporator 1 (relay). 
When the fluid valve is closed, 0% (0Vdc/0mA) is sent out. he PI control works on the control 
temperature and the temperature set point. The P-band, I-time and PI offset are adjustable 
(P0391..P0393). A minimum and maximum PI cooling percentage can also be set (P0394..P0395) 
between which the output is limited when the controller is active. 

 

1.14 Proportional suction valve 
As standard, the controller for mechanical cooling controls a 2-position suction valve (open and 
closed) with a relay. It is also possible to control the suction valve of evaporator 1 (proportional) by 
means of modulating. For this the controller has two control options: 

• Analog output "PI control suction valve evaporator 1" 
• Two analogue outputs for controlling solid state relays, one for opening and one for closing the 

suction valve. 

The controller itself maintains a suction valve position internally on the basis of the operating time 
of the suction valve (P1204). 

Optionally, a suction valve position feedback signal can be configured. The control is then 
performed on the basis of the suction valve position feedback. If the suction valve feedback 
deviates too much from the internally calculated suction valve position, an F25 Suction valve error 
alarm is generated. 
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The control of the suction valve depends on the status of the cell controller. The following table 
describes the control per status. 

Status Control 
Cell start up (powerup) The suction valve is closed fully (0%). 

During this time the control of the cell is blocked. 
Cell is off The suction valve is sent to the "Suction valve position when cell not 

active" (P1210). 
Cell at rest 
(= Cell controller on and 
cooling not active and 
hotgas defrosting is not active) 

The suction valve is sent to the "Suction valve position when cell not 
active" (P1211). 

Cooling start/active The solenoid valve first remains closed and the suction valve is sent to the 
"Suction valve position at start with cooling" (P1213). 
 
If the "Suction valve position at start with cooling" is reached, the solenoid 
valve is opened and proportional control of the suction valve starts with a 
PI control based on the measured suction pressure and the "Suction 
pressure set point during cooling", see also the following function diagram. 
 
If the cooling action stops, then the solenoid valve is closed and the 
suction valve is closed completely (0%). 
 

Hotgas defrost start/ active The relay function "hotgas defrost evaporator" remains first still in-active 
and the suction valve is sent to the "Suction valve position during hotgas 
defrosting" (P1212). 
 
If the "Suction valve position during hotgas defrosting" is reached, the 
relay function "hotgas defrost evaporator" becomes active. 
 
If the defrost action stops, the relay function "hotgas defrost evaporator" 
becomes inactive again. 
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1.15 Outside air cooling 
In addition to the mechanical cooling, the controller can also control a proportional outside air 
valve to cool a cell with outside air. The outside air valve is controlled with an analogue output. The 
outside air cooling is released when the outside air is sufficiently colder (P0372) than the 
temperature set point. A differential (P0373) is used to prevent fast switching of the release. 

 

The control of the outside air valve is a PI control that operates on the control temperature and the 
temperature set point. The P-band, I-time and PI offset are adjustable (P0374..P0376). 

 

The valve run time is adjustable (P0377). This can be used to determine the maximum speed at 
which the outside air valve for the control is opened or closed. 

If the outside air cooling is active, the outside air ventilation is switched on. 
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If the outside air cooling is not released or the temperature set point is not adequately approached 
with the outside air cooling within an adjustable time (P0378, P0379), the mechanical cooling is 
released until the temperature set point is reached. 

 

Note: These release conditions for mechanical cooling only apply during cooling phase. During the 
store phase, the release of the mechanical cooling is not dependent on the outside air cooling. 

A minimum and maximum air valve can be set for the outside air valve (P0370, P0371). When the 
cell is turned off, the air valve is completely closed. 

1.16 Hotgas heating 
With the relay function Hotgas heating you can heat with hotgas that is supplied by other 
mechanically cooling cells. For this purpose, a hotgas defrosting group must be set (P0420) which 
indicates from which mechanically cooling cells hotgas can be received. 

The hotgas heating is switched on if the control temperature drops below the current temperature 
set point + hotgas heating set point offset (P0421) - hotgas heating differential (P0422). 
Additional release conditions are that there are cooling cells within the set defrosting group 
(P0420) and that no hotgas defrost is active. The hotgas defrosting therefore has a higher priority 
within the defrosting group than hotgas heating. 

The hotgas heating is stopped when the current temperature set point + hotgas heating set point 
offset is reached and the release conditions are no longer fulfilled. 
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1.17 Alarms 
The cell controller has two adjustable temperature alarms and one adjustable RH alarm. 
Parameters (P0900..P0920 and P0960..P0966) can be used to configure the alarms operate: in 
which phase, on which sensor(s), against which reference, at which alarm delay and using which 
actions. 

Note: For the temperature alarms, an alarm can be generated when the (absolute) difference 
between two temperature sensors becomes too high. This, for example, can be used to indicate a 
warning when a product temperature difference reaches a critical point. 

External alarms can also be generated on the cell controller using digital inputs: Three non-fatal 
alarms and three fatal alarms. Separate alarm delays can be set for these alarms (P0931..P0936). 

1.18 Counters 
The cell controller has the following free-running counters. These counters can be read and 
manually reset from the control. A time to automatically reset the free-running counters can be set 
with parameters (P0165..P0166). 

• Cooling actions/pulses 
• Cooling time 

• Measured liters of water 

The cell controller has the following day counters. These counters can be read from VASP and are 
automatically reset at midnight. 

• Cooling actions/pulses 
• Cooling time 

• Ventilation time ("Cooling ventilation" or "Automatic ventilation" active) 
• Cooling ventilation time ("Cooling ventilation" active) 
• Automatic ventilation time ("Automatic ventilation" function active) 

• Humidification time 
• Measured liters of water 
• Dehumidification time 

• Heating time 
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1.19 Store cycle order 
In addition to the default store cycle order, the cell controllers also support the orders below. The 
order can be set per store group (P2202 and other parameters) 

"Rotating" order: This order is equal to the default order, however, the cell number which starts 
the cycle rotates: The first cycle starts, for example, with cell number 1, the second cycle with cell 
number 2 and so on. 

"Store start number" order: The cells (in this store group) with cool demand are cooled in 
ascending store start number order (P0321 and other parameters), where as many cells are 
started as the maximum cooling capacity of the store group allows. If a cell cannot be started 
because it is defrosting or because the remaining cooling capacity in the store group is insufficient 
for that cell, then a somewhat different order is used. If, however, the next cell can be started, it is 
started to avoid loss of cooling capacity. 

"Per store start number" order: This order is equal to the "Store start number" order, however, a 
cell will only be started when there are no more cooling cells with a lower store start number. Thus, 
there are no simultaneously cooling cells with different store start numbers within the store group. 
This order can be used, for example, to prevent a series of cells requiring different suction 
pressures from cooling simultaneously. 

"With store subgroups" order: With this order, the store group is further divided into store 
subgroups (P0322 and other parameters). A cycle is run for each store subgroup. The cycles in the 
store subgroups (in the same store group) start at the same time, but are no longer linked to each 
other. In a store subgroup, only one cell with cool demand is set to cooling in ascending store start 
number order. The set maximum cooling capacity per store group does not apply to this order. 
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2 Control 
Local control of the controller is performed with the control panel connected to the RS485 Wide 
connection of the MC3 Processor. By default all cell controllers of the controller can be controlled 
by one control panel. Multiple control panels per controller are optional, see section 2.2. The 
language of the control panel is selectable (P6300). The following sections use screenshots to 
describe the indicators and the buttons of the control panel.  

If however a function of the controller is not in use (not configured), then the relevant indicators 
and buttons will not be shown in the pages. For example, if no relative humidity (RH) sensor has 
been configured, then no RH value and no RH set point will be shown. 

2.1 Cell name 
The cell names which are shown at the main page and cell pages can be entered during the 
hardware configuration (see section 4.2.1). If no name is entered the default name "Cell x" is used, 
with x = cell number (P0100). 

If a batch is started and assigned to a cell with the batch processing of VASP, then the batch name 
is used on the control panel instead of the cell name. 

2.2 Multiple control panels 
By default all cell controllers of the controller can be controlled by one control panel. This default 
setting is valid for the control panels with network number 100 (= default). 

If multiple controls panels are desired, one per cell controller or one for a specific subset of the 
available cell controllers, then the network numbers 101 up to 105 can be used for the individual 
control panels. The scope of each control panel can be configured (P6311..P6314). 
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2.3 Touchscreen control panel 
The control panel pages use the symbols from the table below for displaying the status and the 
button functions. 

Symbol Meaning Button function 

 

Cooling active 
Blinking = Cell is waiting for the release conditions 
to be met so that it can start cooling 

 

 

Heating active  

 

Defrost active 
Blinking = Cell is waiting for the release conditions 
to be met so that it can start defrosting 

Start or stop defrosting manually 

 

Drip-off, pressure equalisation B or pumpdown 
after defrosting active 

 

 

Humidification active  

 

Dehumidification active  

 

Blocking enabled (blocking contact/time, control 
delay or door open) 

 

 

"Automatic" cooling ventilation mode enabled Change cooling ventilation mode 

 

"Continuous" cooling ventilation mode enabled Change cooling ventilation mode 

 

Automatic ventilation pulse/pause mode 
Number of lines = Mode number (1..5) 
Number = Corresponding pulse/pause ventilation 
percentage 

Change automatic ventilation 
pulse/pause mode 

 

Ventilation functions enabled  

 

Green = Cell controller switched on 
Grey = Cell controller switched off 

Switch cell controller on and off 
The button has to be kept 
pressed for 3 seconds 

 

Daytime mode active Change day/night mode 
The button has to be kept 
pressed for 3 seconds 

 

Night-time mode active Change day/night mode 
The button has to be kept 
pressed for 3 seconds 

 

Blinking red = Unconfirmed alarms 
Continuous red = Active confirmed alarms 
Grey = No active alarms 

Go to alarm pages 

 

Lighting switched on Switching lighting on and off 
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Symbol Meaning Button function 

 

 Go to previous page 

 

 Increase setting, 
Go to next subpage  

 

 Decrease setting, 
Go to previous subpage 

 

 Go to previous parameter group 

 

 Go to next parameter group 

 

 Go to status pages 

 

 Go to settings pages 

 

 Go to parameter page 

 

 Go to main page 

 

2.3.1  Power up page 

 

This page is shown during power-up. The network number and the software version of the control 
panel itself are shown (but not of the connected controller). 
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2.3.2 Main page 

 

The main page appears by default (P6315=0) after power-up. 

It displays one row for every cell that can be controlled through the control panel, giving the status 
of that cell. The cells name and number are at the left. The background colour of the cell number 
shows what phase the cell is in: dark blue = Cool, light blue = Store, green = Standby. The status of 
the cell is shown using symbols. The temperature and RH are shown on the right, with the control 
values on yellow backgrounds and the current set points on green. On the far right are the free-
running cooling counters (hours and pulses). 

Instead of the standard display of the RH value, RH set point and free-running cooling counters, the 
cooling day counters of today and yesterday can also be displayed instead. This can be set per cell 
with a parameter (P0139). Today's cooling day counters are then displayed on the right with blue 
digits. Yesterday's cooling day counters are then displayed on the left with black digits. 

If there is an active alarm, the cell name will be displayed in red. If a cell is switched off, then only 
the cell number and the cell name are shown. 

Pressing any of the lines displays the corresponding cell page. 
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2.3.3 Cell page 1 

 

This page displays the same information about a cell as the main screen, but with larger symbols 
and texts plus the free-running counters and additional data in the grey area (see P0135, P0136 
and P0138: T_cold, T_warm, T_delta or PI Suction valve info). 

The yellow fields show the control values. The green fields show the daytime set point on the left 
and the night-time set point on the right. The text of an active set point is written in blue. 

A set point is given in red if it is a linked set point or an active external temperature set point. For a 
linked set point, the text ">x" shows which cell number (x) it is linked to. For an active external 
temperature set point, the remaining time (if applicable) is shown in minutes. 

2.3.4 Cell page 2 

 

This page is the same as cell page 1 except that the control temperature is displayed larger with a 
yellow background. This page can be set as the default for a cell controller (P0137 = 2). In that 
case, pressing the control temperature brings up cell page 1. The set points, counters and RH 
values can then also be examined and adjusted. 
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2.3.5 Acces code page 

 

This page appears automatically if an access code is required for an operation or for a parameter 
change. This can be set using parameters P6302 (Access code for operations) and P6303 (Access 
code for parameters). The access code in question can be entered using the numeric buttons, 
followed by the OK button to finish. 

2.3.6 Parameter page 

 

This page is displayed when the parameter button is pressed on a cell page. The parameters can be 
selected and adjusted using the arrow buttons. The "left" and "right" arrows let you switch quickly 
between the parameter groups. 

The values (parameter number or parameter value) can also be entered numerically. Press the 
appropriate field and a blue box outlining it will appear. The "Del" button and the number keys let 
you change the value. The "OK" button confirms the input. Incorrect or invalid input values are 
shown in red. 
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2.3.7 Settings page 1 

 

This page is displayed when the settings button is pressed on a cell page. The buttons displayed let 
you select the phase, defrosting method and humidification mode. The arrow buttons let you switch 
to the other settings pages. 

2.3.8 Settings page 2 

 

The date and time can be set on this page. 
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2.3.9 Settings page 3 

 

The arrow buttons let you adjust the suction pressure set point. The values can also be entered 
numerically. Press the appropriate field and a blue box outlining it will appear. The "Del" button and 
the number keys let you change the value. The "OK" button confirms the input. Incorrect or invalid 
input values are shown in red. 

2.3.10 Temperature set point page 

 

This page is displayed when the control temperature is pressed on cell page 1. The arrow buttons 
let you adjust the temperature set points and differential. The values can also be entered 
numerically. Press the appropriate field and a blue box outlining it will appear. The "Del" button and 
the number keys let you change the value. The "OK" button confirms the input. Incorrect or invalid 
input values are shown in red. 
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2.3.11 RH set point page 

 

This page is displayed when the control RH is pressed on cell page 1. It works in the same way as 
the temperature set point page. 

2.3.12 Day counters 1 page 

 

This page is displayed when the blue counter field is pressed on cell page 1. This page shows the 
following day counters from the last 7 days (from left to right): 

• Cooling actions/pulses 

• Cooling time 
• Ventilation time (function "Cooling ventilation" or "Automatic ventilation" active) 
• Humidification time 

• Measured liters of water 

The arrow buttons let you switch to the other counter pages. 
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2.3.13 Day counters 2 page 

 

This page shows the following day counters from the last 7 days (from left to right): 

• Ventilation time (function "Cooling ventilation" or "Automatic ventilation" active) 
• Ventilation during cooling time (function "Cooling ventilation" active) 

• Automatic ventilation time (function "Automatic ventilation" active) 
• Dehumidification time 
• Heating time 

2.3.14 Free-running counters page 
This page displays the free-running counters. The individual counters can be zeroed using the 
"Reset" buttons. 
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2.3.15 Alarm pages 
If one or more cell controllers detect an alarm condition, the control panel will start blinking. 
Touching the control panel stops it blinking (and stops the buzzer, if set to be activated). The 
names of the cell controllers with active alarms will be shown in red on the main page. On a cell 
page, the alarm can be seen because the alarm button is blinking. 

 

The alarm pages appear when the alarm button is pressed on the cell page. The alarm pages show 
a list of the 100 most recent alarms. You can switch between the pages using the arrow buttons. 
The "OK" button blinks red if there is an unconfirmed alarm and is constant red if there are 
confirmed alarms for which the cause has not yet been eliminated. The alarms can be confirmed 
using the "OK" button. The list can be wiped using the "Clear" button. 
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2.3.16 Status pages 
These pages are displayed when the status button is pressed on a cell page. There are several 
pages for displaying the current status (sensor measurements). You can switch between the pages 
using the arrow buttons. 
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If a second defrost temperature sensor has also been configured for an evaporator, then the 
defrost temperature sensor with the lowest value is displayed on the status 4 page. 
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2.3.17 Networknumber page 

 

This page appears when the main page or "No communication" page is touched for 30 seconds. 
The network number of the control panel can be set using the arrow buttons (default = 100). 

2.3.18 "No communication" page 
This page is shown when there is no communication with the controller (or no communication any 
more). 
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3 Input and output functions 
The tables below states the input and output functions of each cell controller of the controller. 

Each connected sensor or control input is available (if desired) for all cell controllers. Each control 
output can be assigned to multiple outputs. Relay functions of the same cell controller can be 
combined, for example: The same relay can be configured to be activated for output function 
"Cooling ventilation evaporator 1" and also for output function "Automatic ventilation". 

Each digital input and relay output can be inverted by the controller if necessary. 

3.1 Pt1000 Temperature sensor inputs functions 
Description 
Control temperature sensor 1..23 
Defrost temperature sensor evaporator 1..8 
Second defrost temperature sensor evaporator 1..84 
Product temperature sensor 1..8 
Exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 1..8 

3.2 Digital input functions 
Description 
Non fatal alarm 1..3 
Fatal alarm 1..3 (control off) 
Blocking 1..3 (control off) 
Door open (control off, maximized on time) 
Continuous (cooling) ventilation 
(not during electrical/hotgas defrost) 
Continuous cooling5 
Night mode 
External temperature set point 
Water counter pulse 
Light switch 
On6 
Blocking mechanical cooling 1..2 

  

                                                           
3 In the function specifications, " .. " is used to abbreviate numeric ranges. For example, Control temperature sensor 1..2 
indicates the following functions: Control temperature sensor 1 and Control temperature sensor 2. 
4 If a second defrost temperature sensor is configured for an evaporator, then the cell regulator uses the defrost 
temperature sensor with the lowest value . 
5 If this digital input function is activated, the cell controller will cool continuously, not taking account of the set point and 
the distribution of cooling capacity within the cool group or store group. 
Any ongoing defrost actions will be stopped. Drip-off, pressure equalization and pump-down after defrosting are however 
done first (if set). No new defrost actions will be started.  
6 This digital input function takes over the function of the On/Off button. That button will then only be an indication. 
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3.3 Analog inputs functions7 
Description 
Control temperature sensor 1..2 
Defrost temperature sensor evaporator 1..8 
Product temperature sensor 1..8 
Exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 1..8 
Outside temperature sensor 
Control RH sensor 1..2 
Info RH sensor 1..8 
Suction pressure sensor 1 
(4..20mA signal) 
Suction valve (position) feedback 1 (optional) 
(0..max. 15Vdc signal) 
CO2 sensor 1 
(4..20mA signal) 

3.4 Relay output functions 
Description 
Solenoid valve evaporator 1..8 
Suction valve evaporator 1..8 
Offcycle defrost evaporator 1..8 
Electrical defrost evaporator 1..8 
Hotgas defrost evaporator 1..8 
Collect hotgas defrost 
(Hotgas defrost active from one or more evaporators of this single cell controller) 
Any hotgas defrost (within network)8 
(Hotgas defrost active from one or more cell controller in the network) 
Pressure equalizing A 
Pressure equalizing B evaporator 1..8 
Cooling ventilation evaporator 1..8 
High RPM ventilation 
Ventilation after cooling 
(during pumpdown and ventilation switch-off delay P0351) 
Automatic ventilation 
Heating ventilation 
Outside air ventilation 
CO2 ventilation 
Heating 
Humidify 
Dehumidify 
Alarm (non fatal or fatal) 
Non fatal alarm 
Fatal alarm 
On 
Blocking (active) 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
7 A temperature sensor input function (for example control temperature sensor 1) may not be configured double: as 
Pt1000 input and as analogue input. This is not supported by the controller. 
8 This function is also active when a cell controller sends a proportionally controlled suction valve to the correct suction 
valve position (P1212) prior to a hot gas defrost. 
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Description 
Door open 
(delayed with P0149, maximised in time with P0150) 
Night mode 
Control delay 
Cool phase 
Store phase 
Standby phase 
Off (switching off finished) 
External temperature set point (active) 
Shutter evaporator 1..8 
(closed during electrical/hotgas defrost, dripoff, pressure equalizing B and pumpdown after 
defrost) 
Water valve open 
Outside air ventilation 
Hot gas heating 
Light 

3.5 Analog output functions 
Description 
Ventilation evaporator 1..8 
Open suction valve SSR9 evaporator 1 
Close suction valve SSR evaporator 1 
PI control suction valve evaporator 1 
Outside air valve 
PI cooling 

3.6 Alarm monitor relay output functions 
The controller contains a separate alarm monitor which can be used to combine the alarms of the 
cell controllers and guide them to relays. 

Description 
Alarm (non fatal or fatal) 
Non fatal alarm 
Fatal alarm 

  

                                                           
9 SSR = Solid State Relay 
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4 Hardware configuration 
The hardware configuration is defined using settings on an internal web page of the controller. To 
view the web page in a browser, the computer has to be connected with an Ethernet cable (and if 
applicable an Ethernet switch) to the Ethernet connection of the controller. 

4.1 Connecting Ethernet 
In order to make the Ethernet connection, the controller must be given an IP address. The default 
address of the controller is 192.168.250.1. 

The IP address can be changed by using "VDH IP configurator" (VDH_Conf), available at the VDH 
website: www.vdhproducts.nl 

This program can search for connected MC3 devices. Using the MAC address of the MC3 device can 
be found. 

Start the program and select the applicable Ethernet interface. Press Scan to search for available 
MC3 devices. All found MC3 devices will be listed. Both MAC address and IP address will be shown. 

 

The MAC address of the controller is printed on a label which is placed on the MC3 Processor. Using 
the MAC address, the controller can be selected in the list. 

www.vdhproducts.nl
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Select the controller and alter the network settings as desired. Enter the password and click on the 
button Set to change the network settings of the selected controller. 

Use a web browser to connect to the controller by entering http://<ip.address>/config. in the 
address bar of the browser. The following web page appears: 

 

All access to these pages is password protected to avoid accidental changes. Login required with 
username "user" and password. 
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4.2 Configuration of I/O channels 
The I/O channels can be assigned to the various input and output functions as listed in section 3. 
The I/O channels are defined by the position of the PCB within the controller and the number of the 
channel on that PCB. The ordering of the PCBs is as is shown in the next picture: 

 

The I/O channels on a PCB are numbered from left to right, first the top and then the bottom. When 
several different kinds of I/O channels are available on a PCB, each kind starts with number 1. The 
pick lists on the web page (described below) only contains channels actually available on the board. 

4.2.1 Controller configuration 
Select Controller config and MC3 config for the configuration page of the cell controllers. 

 

The top of this page shows a pick list to select a cell controller and also a field to assign a name to 
the selected cell controller. The entered name is used on the control panel. 

  

Left

1

uP

Middle

3

2

Right

5

4
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Each input and output function can be assigned to an I/O channel by selecting a hardware number 
from the pick list. It is possible to assign multiple input functions to the same hardware number. 
Example: The input functions "Blocking" for cell controller 1 and 2 can both be assigned to 
hardware number "board 4-input 5". 

Each output function can be assigned to one or more hardware numbers. Example: Analog output 
function "Ventilation evaporator 1" for cell controller 1 can be assigned to hardware number "board 
1 - output 1" and "board 1 – output 2". 

It is also possible to assign multiple relay output functions of the same cell controller to one relay 
hardware number (OR function): Example: If both relay output functions "Cooling ventilation 
evaporator 1" and "Automatic ventilation" are assigned to relay with hardware number "board 2 – 
output 3", then the relay is activated during cooling ventilation of evaporator 1 and also during 
automatic ventilation. 

For the digital input and relay output functions a Mode setting "normal" and "inverted" is shown. 
The "inverted" setting inverts the normal operation. Examples: An inverted digital input "Blocking" 
becomes a digital input "Release" and an inverted relay output function "Alarm" becomes a relay 
output function "Watch alarm" (activated when no alarms are active). 

For the humidity and analog temperature input functions a Mode setting is shown: 0..1Vdc, 
0..10Vdc, 0..20mA or 4..20mA. This setting selects the voltage or current range which corresponds 
with an RH range of 0..100% or a temperature range as configured with parameters P6400..P6423. 
Note: These Mode and parameter settings must match exactly with the input and sensor type! 

After making changes on a web page, the changes have to be submitted to the controller by 
pressing the submit button at the bottom of the page. When all changes are completed, the 
controller has to be reset to activate the changes. This can be done by removing the power supply 
to the controller for a short period or by using the button Restart the application. This button is 
available at the web page at tab Other , subtab Restart application . 
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4.2.2 Alarm monitor configuration 
Select Controller config and Alarm monitor config for the configuration page of the alarm 
monitor. 

 

On this page relays can be assigned to the output functions of the alarm monitor. 

After making changes, the changes have to be submitted to the controller by pressing the submit 
button at the bottom of the page. When all changes are completed, the controller has to be reset to 
activate the changes. This can be done by removing the power supply to the controller for a short 
period or by using the button Restart the application . This button is available at the web page at 
tab Other , subtab Restart application . 
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4.2.3 Configuration overview 
Select Controller config and Config overview for the configuration overview. 

 

This page shows an overview of the I/O configuration. The current status of the I/O channels is also 
displayed (between the square brackets). The measured temperatures and analogue inputs are 
displayed without the sensor offsets. Closed digital inputs and energised relays are indicated with a 
"#". Output channels which are assigned to multiple output functions are marked red. 

Note: The current status of the I/O channels is not displayed in all web browsers. That's why you 
should use a different web browser for this page if necessary. 
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5 Parameters 
There are 3 types of parameters: cell, network and controller parameters. The cell parameters 
concern one cell controller of a controller which controls one specific cell. The network parameters 
contain the settings for the overall coordination of the cooling and defrost actions within a network 
of controllers. The controller parameters are the settings for one controller and are applicable for 
all cell controllers within the controller. 

The parameters can be viewed and altered at the parameter page of the control panel (see section 
2), with VASP and with the parameter web page (see section 5.4). 

5.1 Cell parameters 
Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
General 
P 0100 Cell number 

0 = Not assigned, cell switches/stays off 
0..100 - 0 

P 0101 On/off switching linked to cell number 
0 = Not linked 
Warning: The cell switches off if the referenced cell is not 
present or unreachable via the network! 

0..100 - 0 

P 0102 Settings linked to cell controller10 
0 = Not linked 

0..5 - 0 

P 0110 Store phase allowed 
0 = No 
1 = Yes 

0..1 - 1 

P 0111 Standby phase allowed 
0 = No 
1 = Yes 

0..1 - 0 

P 0120 Cell is preference cell (for forced cooling for hotgas supply) 
0 = No 
1 = Yes 

0..1 - 0 

P 0130 Temperature set point linked to cell number 
0 = Not linked 
If the referenced cell is switched on, then the day and night 
temperature set points are set to the actual temperature set 
point of that cell. 

0..100 - 0 

P 0131 Min. settable temperature set point -40.0..+50.0 °C -40.0 
P 0132 Max. settable temperature set point -40.0..+50.0 °C +50.0 
P 0133 Display temperature in whole numbers 

0 = No 
1 = Yes 
 
 
 

0..1 - 0 

                                                           
10 Exceptions to this link are: 
P0100 Cell number 
P0102 Settings linked to cell controller 
Sensor offset parameters P0200..P0295 
Defrost timing parameters P0812..P0814 and P0820..P0849 
Note: If a sensor is used by several cell controller, then the sensor offset must be set on every cell controller. 
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Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
P 0134 Content of cell page LCD control panel11 

0 = Standard 
1 = Large font control temperature12 
2 = T_cold and T_warm (see P0135, P0136) 

0..2 - 0 

P 0135 Sensor for T_cold 
0 = Control temperature 
(average of available error-free temperature control sensors) 
1 = Control temperature sensor 1 
2 = Control temperature sensor 2 
3 = (Lowest) Defrost temperature sensor evaporator 1 
4 = (Lowest) Defrost temperature sensor evaporator 2 
5 = (Lowest) Defrost temperature sensor evaporator 3 
6 = (Lowest) Defrost temperature sensor evaporator 4 
7 = (Lowest) Defrost temperature sensor evaporator 5 
8 = Product temperature sensor 1 (default T_cold) 
9 = Product temperature sensor 2 (default T_warm) 
10 = Product temperature sensor 3 
11 = Product temperature sensor 4 
12 = Product temperature sensor 5 
13 = Exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 1 
14 = Exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 2 
15 = Exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 3 
16 = Exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 4 
17 = Exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 5  
18 = (Lowest) Defrost temperature sensor evaporator 6 
19 = (Lowest) Defrost temperature sensor evaporator 7 
20 = (Lowest) Defrost temperature sensor evaporator 8 
21 = Product temperature sensor 6 
22 = Product temperature sensor 7 
23 = Product temperature sensor 8 
24 = Exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 6 
25 = Exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 7 
26 = Exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 8 
27 = Outside temperature sensor 

0..27 - 8 

P 0136 Sensor for T_warm 0..27 - 9 
P 0137 Standard cell page touchscreen control panel 

1 = Cell page 1, see also P0138 
2 = Cell page 2 (large font control temperature) 

1..2 - 0 

P 0138 Content of cell page 1 touchscreen control panel 
0 = T_cold, T_warm, T_delta (= T_warm - T_cold) 
1 = PI Suction valve info (suction pressure, suction pressure 
set point, suction valve position) 
2 = T_outside and cooling info (outside air valve position (%) 
and mechanical cooling status) 
3 = CO2 info 

0..3 - 0 

P 0139 Content of main page touchscreen panel 
0 = Standard 
1 = Cooling day counters of today and yesterday (instead of 
RH value, RH set point and freewheeling cooling counters) 
 

0..1 - 0 

                                                           
11 Note: LCD control panels are an older type of control panels. The standard control panels are Touchscreen control 
panels. 
12 Not supported on LCD control panels with software version 1.04 or lower. 
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Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
P 0140 RH set point linked to cell number 

0 = Not linked 
If the referenced cell is switched on and uses an RH set point, 
then the day and night RH set points are set to the actual RH 
set point of that cell. 

0..100 - 0 

P 0141 Min. settable RH set point 0.0..100.0 % 0.0 
P 0142 Max. settable RH set point 0.0..100.0 % 100.0 
P 0143 Display RH in whole numbers 

0 = No 
1 = Yes 

0..1 - 0 

P 0149 Door open blocking delay 0..999 s 0 
P 0150 Max. door open blocking time 0..999 min 5 
P 0151 Control delay at power up 10..999 s 10 
P 0152 Switch light on door contact 

0 = No 
1 = Yes (light on when door opens, light off when door closes) 

0..1 - 0 

P 0160 
P 0161 

Start time night 
24 = Not active (manual control or with digital input) 

00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0162 
P 0163 

Start time day 
24 = Not active (manual control or with digital input) 

00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0164 Block night mode 
0 = No 
1 = Yes 

0..1 0 0 

P 0165 
P 0166 

Reset time free-running counters 
24 = Not active (no automatic reset) 

00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0170 External temperature set point timing 
0 = No external temperature set point 
1 = Start with pulse of digital input (no restart) 
2 = Start and restart with pulse of digital input 
3 = Start and stop with pulse of digital input (stop also on 
timer) 
4 = During pulse of digital input 

0..4 - 0 

P 0171 Duration external temperature set point 
@13 P0170 = 1..3 

0..999 min 0 

P 0172 External temperature set point -40.0..+50.0 °C +50.0 
P 0173 Type external temperature set point 

0 = Absolute 
1 = Relative/offset w.r.t. normal set point 

0..1 - 1 

P 0180 Suction valve control (with relay) 
0 = Valve open during cool action, pumpdown after cool 
action and pumpdown after hotgas defrost. 
1 = Valve open when cell controller is on except during 
hotgas defrost (including dripoff and pressure equalization 
B) 
Chapter 8.4 shows both values in a timing diagram. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0..1 - 0 

                                                           
13 The @ symbol is used to indicate when a parameter is applicable. 
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Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
Sensor offsets 
P 0200 Offset control temperature sensor 1 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0201 Offset control temperature sensor 2 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0210 Offset defrost temperature sensor evaporator 1 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0211 Offset defrost temperature sensor evaporator 2 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0212 Offset defrost temperature sensor evaporator 3 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0213 Offset defrost temperature sensor evaporator 4 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0214 Offset defrost temperature sensor evaporator 5 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0215 Offset defrost temperature sensor evaporator 6 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0216 Offset defrost temperature sensor evaporator 7 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0217 Offset defrost temperature sensor evaporator 8 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0220 Offset product temperature sensor 1 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0221 Offset product temperature sensor 2 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0222 Offset product temperature sensor 3 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0223 Offset product temperature sensor 4 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0224 Offset product temperature sensor 5 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0225 Offset product temperature sensor 6 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0226 Offset product temperature sensor 7 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0227 Offset product temperature sensor 8 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0230 Offset exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 1 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0231 Offset exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 2 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0232 Offset exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 3 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0233 Offset exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 4 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0234 Offset exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 5 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0235 Offset exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 6 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0236 Offset exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 7 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0237 Offset exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 8 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0240 Offset outside air temperature sensor -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0250 Offset second defrost temperature sensor evaporator 1 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0251 Offset second defrost temperature sensor evaporator 2 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0252 Offset second defrost temperature sensor evaporator 3 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0253 Offset second defrost temperature sensor evaporator 4  -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0254 Offset second defrost temperature sensor evaporator 5 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0255 Offset second defrost temperature sensor evaporator 6 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0256 Offset second defrost temperature sensor evaporator 7 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0257 Offset second defrost temperature sensor evaporator 8 -10.0..+10.0 K 0.0 
P 0260 Offset control RH sensor 1 -10.0..+10.0 % 0.0 
P 0261 Offset control RH sensor 2 -10.0..+10.0 % 0.0 
P 0270 Offset info RH sensor 1 -10.0..+10.0 % 0.0 
P 0271 Offset info RH sensor 2 -10.0..+10.0 % 0.0 
P 0272 Offset info RH sensor 3 -10.0..+10.0 % 0.0 
P 0273 Offset info RH sensor 4 -10.0..+10.0 % 0.0 
P 0274 Offset info RH sensor 5 -10.0..+10.0 % 0.0 
P 0275 Offset info RH sensor 6 -10.0..+10.0 % 0.0 
P 0276 Offset info RH sensor 7 -10.0..+10.0 % 0.0 
P 0277 Offset info RH sensor 8 -10.0..+10.0 % 0.0 
P 0280 Offset suction pressure sensor 1 -10.0..+10.0 bar 0.0 
P 0290 Offset suction valve feedback 1 -10.0..+10.0 % 0.0 
P 0295 Offset CO2 sensor 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-10.00..10.00 % 0.00 
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Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
Cooling 
P 0300 Cell cooling capacity in cool phase (and standby phase) 0.0..200.0 kW 0 
P 0301 Cell cooling capacity in store phase 0.0..200.0 kW 1.0 
P 0310 Cool group 1..5 - 1 
P 0320 Store group 1..5 - 1 
P 0321 Store start number 1..100 - 1 
P 0322 Store subgroup 1..5 - 1 
P 0323 Store link number 

0 = Not linked 
If another cell (in the same store group) with the same store 
link number starts cooling, then this cell will also start 
cooling (if possible/necessary). 
Note: The maximum cooling capacity of the relevant store 
group is not taken into account for starting this cell.  

0..100 - 0 

P 0330 Min. cooling time 0..99 min 1 
P 0331 Min. time between 2 cool actions 0..99 min 0 
P 0332 Max. cooling time in store phase 0..99 min 30 
P 0332 Max. cooling time in cool phase 

999 = No maximum 
0..999 min 999 

P 0340 Max. temperature below set point (after this cooling is forced 
switched off, provided that min. cooling time has elapsed) 

0.0..90.0 K 0.5 

P 0341 Max. temperature above set point (after this cooling is forced 
switched on) 
Note: The maximum cooling capacity of the relevant store or 
cool group is not taken into account. However, if it needs to 
be taken into account, P0341 must be set to the maximum 
value. 

0.0..90.0 K 90.0 

P 0349 Cooling time counters active during pumpdown after cooling 
0 = No 
1 = Yes 

0..1 - 0 

P 0350 Pumpdown time after cool action 0..999 s 0 
Cooling ventilation 
P 0351 Ventilation switch-off delay after cool action 

(relay functions cooling ventilation) 
(time starts after pumpdown = close suction valve) 

0..99 min 0 

P 0360 High RPM ventilation set point offset 0.0..15.0 K 2.0 
P 0361 High RPM ventilation differential 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0.1 to 15.0 K 0.5 
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Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
Outside air cooling 
P 0370 Min. outside air valve position 0..100 % 0 
P 0371 Max. outside air valve position 0..100 % 100 
P 0372 Outside air cooling release temperature 

If the outside temperature P0372 K is lower than the 
temperature set point, the outside air cooling is released. 

0.0..20.0 K 2.0 

P 0373 Outside air cooling release differential 0.1..15.0 K 0.5 
P 0374 Outside air cooling Proportional (P) band 0.1..50.0 K 5 
P 0375 Outside air cooling Integration (I) time 

(9999 = No I-action) 
0..9999 s 9999 

P 0376 Outside air cooling PI offset -50.0..50.0 K 0.0 
P 0377 Outside air valve operating time 1..1800 s 120 
P 0378 Mechanical cooling waiting time for outside air cooling 0..360 min 60 
P 0379 Mechanical cooling release temperature during outside air 

cooling14 
0.0..20.0 K 2.0 

P 0380 Min. outside air valve control voltage 0.0..10.0 V 0.0 
PI cooling 
P 0391 PI cooling Proportional (P) band 0.1..50.0 K 5.0 
P 0392 PI cooling Integration (I) time 

(9999 = No I-action) 
0..9999 s 9999 

P 0393 PI cooling PI offset -50.0..50.0 K 0.0 
P 0394 Min. PI cooling output 0.0..100.0 % 0.0 
P 0395 Max. PI cooling output 0.0..100.0 % 100.0 
P 0400 Heating set point offset -10.0..0.0 K 0.0 
P 0401 Heating differential 0.1..15.0 K 0.5 
P 0410 Heating ventilation 

0 = No 
1 = Yes 
(relay function heating ventilation) 

0..1 - 1 

P 0411 Activate relays "Cooling ventilation" for function "Heating 
ventilation" 
0 = No 
1 = Yes 
This parameter simplifies assigning "Heating ventilation" in 
case of multiple evaporators. 

0..1 - 0 

P 0420 Hotgas heating defrost group15 
0 = No hotgas heating 

0..5 - 0 

P 0421 Hotgas heating set point offset -10.0..0 K 0.0 
P 0422 Hotgas heating differential 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0.1..15.0 K 0.5 

                                                           
14 If the control temperature after P0378 min is still P0379 K above the temperature set point after release of outside air 
cooling, the mechanical cooling is released until the temperature set point is reached. 
15 Hotgas heating is possible if in the network a cell is mechanically cooling within the hotgas defrost group (P0421). 
Hotgas heating is not performed if any cell is hotgas defrosting within the hotgas defrost group. 
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Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
Humidify 
P 0600 Automatic humidify timing 

0 = During cooling 
1 = During automatic ventilation 
2 = During cooling and automatic ventilation 
3 = Pulse/pause 
4 = Pulse/pause and during cooling 
5 = Pulse/pause during "cooling ventilation" 
6 = Pulse/pause during automatic ventilation 
7 = Pulse/pause during "cooling ventilation" and automatic 
ventilation 

0..7 - 0 

P 0610 Humidify switch-off delay after cooling 
@ P0600 = 0 or 2 

0..9999 s 0 

P 0611 Humidify switch-off delay after automatic ventilation 
@ P0600 = 1 or 2 

0..9999 s 0 

P 0615 "Cooling ventilation" switch-off delay after humidify16 
@ P0600 = 5 or 7 

0..99 s 0 

P 0616 Automatic ventilation switch-off delay after humidify17 
@ P0600 = 6 or 7 

0..99 s 0 

P 0620 Pulse time humidify 
@ P0600 = 3..7 

0..9999 s 60 

P 0621 Pause time humidify 
@ P0600 = 3..7 

0..9999 s 60 

P 0630 Max. humidify time in humidify block time 1..999 min 60 
P 0631 Humidify block time 1..999 min 60 
P 0640 RH based humidify 

0 = No 
1 = Yes 
(Yes = If humidify is active according to the humidify mode 
and timing (P0600..0631), then humidify control is based on 
the control RH sensors and RH set point) 

0..1 - 0 

P 0641 Humidify set point offset -10.0..0.0 % 0.0 
P 0642 Humidify differential 0.1..10.0 % 1.0 
Dehumidify 
P 0661 Dehumidify set point offset 0.0..10.0 % 0.0 
P 0662 Dehumidify differential 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0.1..10.0 % 1.0 

                                                           
16 This delay is not performed if a defrost action is started. 
17 This delay is not performed if a defrost action is started. 
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Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
Automatic ventilation 
P 0700 Automatic ventilation timing 

0 = No automatic ventilation  
1 = During real-time periods (P0710..P0725) 
2 = Pulse/pause 
3 = Pulse/pause synchronized with cooling 
4 = Pulse/pause synchronized with cooling during real-time 
periods (P0710..P0725) 

0..4 - 0 

P 0701 Activate relays "Cooling ventilation" for function "Automatic 
ventilation" 
0 = No 
1 = Yes 
This parameter simplifies assigning "Automatic ventilation" 
in case of multiple evaporators. 

0..1 - 0 

P 0710 
P 0711 

Automatic ventilation start time 1 
24 = Not active 
@ P0700 = 1 

00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0712 
P 0713 

Automatic ventilation stop time 1 
@ P0700 = 1 

00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0714 
P 0715 

Automatic ventilation start time 2 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0716 
P 0717 

Automatic ventilation stop time 2 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0718 
P 0719 

Automatic ventilation start time 3 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0720 
P 0721 

Automatic ventilation stop time 3 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0722 
P 0723 

Automatic ventilation start time 4 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0724 
P 0725 

Automatic ventilation stop time 4 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0730 Automatic ventilation pulse time 1 
@ P0700 > 1 

0..999 min 4 

P 0731 Automatic ventilation pause time 1 
@ P0700 > 1 

0..999 min 12 

P 0732 Automatic ventilation pulse time 2 0..999 min 5 
P 0733 Automatic ventilation pause time 2 0..999 min 10 
P 0734 Automatic ventilation pulse time 3 0..999 min 5 
P 0735 Automatic ventilation pause time 3 0..999 min 5 
P 0736 Automatic ventilation pulse time 4 0..999 min 10 
P 0737 Automatic ventilation pause time 4 0..999 min 5 
P 0738 Automatic ventilation pulse time 5 0..999 min 12 
P 0739 Automatic ventilation pause time 5 0..999 min 4 
Ventilation percentages 
P 0750 Cooling ventilation percentage 0..100 % 100 
P 0751 Automatic ventilation percentage 0..100 % 100 
P 0752 Heating ventilation percentage 0..100 % 100 
P 0753 Offcycle defrost ventilation percentage 0..100 % 100 
P 0754 Max. ventilation percentage while another cell defrosts 

(electrical or hotgas) 
0..100 % 100 

CO2 ventilation/sensor 
P 0780 CO2 ventilation set point 0.00..100.00 % 100.00 
P 0781 CO2 ventilation differential 0.01..10.00 % 00:10 
P 0782 CO2 level at 4 mA 0.00..100.00 % 00:00 
P 0783 CO2 level at 20 mA 

 
0.00..100.00 % 100.00 
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Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
Defrost 
P 0800 Defrost group for offcycle defrost 1..5 - 1 
P 0801 Defrost group for electrical defrost 1..5 - 1 
P 0802 Defrost group for hotgas defrost/supply 

-1 = Hotgas defrost with own evaporators18 
0 = No hotgas defrost and supply 

0..5 - 0 

P 0803 Min. control temperature for automatic offcycle defrost 
(instead of electrical/hotgas defrost)19 

-10.0..+50.0 °C +50.0 

P 0804 Start (electrical/hotgas) defrost evaporators together20 
0 = No (evaporators defrost after each other) 
1 = Yes (evaporators start together with defrost and stop 
independent from each other) 

0..1 - 0 

P 0805 Stop offcycle defrost on temperature 
0 = No 
1 = Yes 

0..1 - 0 

P 0810 Defrost timing 
0 = Clock time interval 
1 = Effective cooling time interval 
2 = Real-time 

0..2 - 0 

P 0811 Defrost interval time 
@ P0810 = 0 or 1 

1..48 hour 6 

P 0812 
P 0813 

Defrost interval restart time 
24 = Not active 
@ P0810 = 0 

00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0814 Defrost interval time delay at power up 
0 = Not active 
@ P0810 = 0 

0..999 min 0 

P 0815 Start defrost interval after defrost 
0 = No (interval runs from start defrost action until start next 
defrost action) 
1 = Yes (interval runs from end defrost action until start next 
defrost action) 

0..1 - 0 

P 0820 
P 0821 

Defrost start time 1 
24 = Not active 
@ P0810 = 2 

00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0822 
P 0823 

Defrost start time 2 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0824 
P 0825 

Defrost start time 3 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0826 
P 0827 

Defrost start time 4 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0828 
P 0829 

Defrost start time 5 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0830 
P 0831 

Defrost start time 6 
 
 
 
 
 

00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

                                                           
18 This option is not possible in combination with PI cooling, proportional suction valve control, outside air cooling, hotgas 
heating, pressure equalizing A and pre-ventilation after defrosting (P0873 < 0). Hotgas defrost with own evaporators can 
be realised by configuring a cell controller per evaporator. The switching on and off, setting set points and other settings 
of the various evaporators (cell controllers) can be linked to one another with parameters (P0101, P0102 and P0140).  
19 Not applicable when hotgas defrosting with own evaporators (P0802 = -1). 
20 Not applicable when hotgas defrosting with own evaporators (P0802 = -1). 
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Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
P 0832 
P 0833 

Defrost start time 7 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0834 
P 0835 

Defrost start time 8 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0836 
P 0837 

Defrost start time 9 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0838 
P 0839 

Defrost start time 10 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0840 
P 0841 

Defrost start time 11 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0842 
P 0843 

Defrost start time 12 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0844 
P 0845 

Defrost start time 13 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0846 
P 0847 

Defrost start time 14 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0848 
P 0849 

Defrost start time 15 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 0850 Defrost release temperature (defrost temperature) -10.0..+40.0 °C 0.0 
P 0851 Max. defrost time per evaporator 0..99 min 10 
P 0852 End of defrost temperature (defrost temperature) -10.0..+40.0 °C 0.0 
P 0870 Dripoff time after electrical/hotgas defrost 

(time starts after stopping electrical/hotgas defrost) 
0..99 min 0 

P 0871 Pumpdown time after hotgas defrost 
(time starts after pressure equalizing B) 

0..999 s 0 

P 0872 Ventilation release after defrost on 
0 = Time (P0873) 
1 = Defrost temperature (P0874) 
2 = Defrost temperature (P0874) and maximized on time 
(P0873) 
(relay functions cooling ventilation and automatic 
ventilation) 

0..2 - 0 

P 0873 Ventilation delay after defrost  
(relay functions cooling ventilation) 
(time start after pumpdown)  
@ P0872 = 0 or 2 
(With a negative value the cooling ventilation is switched on 
during this delay before the first cool action) 

-10..+99 min 0 

P 0874 Ventilation release temperature after defrost (defrost 
temperature) 
@ P0872 = 1 or 2 

-40.0..+50.0 °C +10.0 

P 0875  Directly cooling after defrost in cool phase21 
0 = No 
1 = Yes 

0..1 - 0 

P 0876 Directly cooling after defrost in store phase22 
0 = No 
1 = Yes 

0..1 - 0 

                                                           
21 If this option is configured, a cooling action will start immediately after defrost regardless of the then-remaining 
cooling capacity in the cool group. This should be taken into account when setting the cooling capacity in the relevant 
cool group. 
22 If this option is configured, a cooling action will start immediately after defrost regardless of the then-remaining 
cooling capacity in the store group. This should be taken into account when setting the cooling capacity in the relevant 
store group. 
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Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
P 0877 Pressure equalizing A time before cool action 

(relay function pressure equalizing A) 
The function is activated this time before the first cool action 
after a hotgas defrost and released when a hotgas defrost is 
requested. 
The pressure equalizing A is only performed if a relay function 
Pressure equalizing A has been configured. 

0..500 s 180 

P 0878 Pressure equalizing B time after hotgas defrost 
(relay functions pressure equalizing B evaporator 1..8) 
The pressure equalizing B is performed after dripoff. 

0..500 s 0 

P 0879 Hotgas defrost switch-off delay 
After a hotgas defrost of an evaporator has finished (see 
section Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.) the closing 
of the evaporator's hotgas valve is postponed by this delay. 
During this delay period, the relay functions "collect hotgas 
defrost" and "any hotgas defrost" are no longer activated for 
the evaporator that has defrosted. 

0..60 s 0 

P 0880 Min cooling demand for starting hotgas defrost with own 
evaporators 

0.1..5.0 K 0.2 

P 0881 Number of cooling evaporators hotgas defrost with own 
evaporators 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1..7 - 1 

Alarms 1 
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Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
P 0900 Type temperature alarm 1 

0 = Absolute minimum sensor A23 
1 = Absolute maximum sensor A24 
2 = Relative minimum sensor A w. r. t. set point25 
3 = Relative maximum sensor A w. r. t. set point26 
4 = Maximum (absolute) difference between sensor A and B27 
5 = Relative minimum sensor A w.r.t. sensor B28 
6 = Relative maximum sensor A w.r.t. sensor B29 
Sensors A and B are selected with P0902 and P0906. 

0..6 - 0 

P 0901 Alarm temperature 1 -100.0..+100.0 °C -40.0 
P 0902 Sensor A for temperature alarm 1 

Values conform P0135. 
0..26 - 0 

P 0903 Delay temperature alarm 1 0..99 min 0 
P 0904 Detection temperature alarm 1 

0 = Never 
1 = During cool phase 
2 = During cool and store phase 
3 = During store phase 

0..3  0 

P 0905 Action at temperature alarm 1 
0 = None (non fatal alarm) 
1 = All control off (fatal alarm) 

0..1 - 0 

P 0906 Sensor B for temperature alarm 1 
Values conform P0135. 
@ P0900 > 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0..26 - 0 

P 0910 Type RH alarm 
0 = Absolute minimum 
1 = Absolute maximum 
2 = Relative minimum w. r. t. set point 
3 = Relative maximum w. r. t. set point 

0..3 - 0 

                                                           
23 Alarm condition: Temp_A < P0901 
24 Alarm condition: Temp_A > P0901 
25 Alarm condition: (Temp_A - Temp_setpoint) < P0901 
26 Alarm condition: (Temp_A - Temp_setpoint) > P0901 
27 Alarm condition: |Temp_A - Temp_B| > P0901 
28 Alarm condition: (Temp_A - Temp_B) < P0901 
29 Alarm condition: (Temp_A - Temp_B) > P0901 
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Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
P 0911 Alarm RH -100.0..+100.0 % 0.0 
P 0912 Sensor for RH alarm 

0 = Control RH 
(average of available error-free control RH sensors) 
1 = Control RH sensor 1 
2 = Control RH sensor 2 
3 = Info RH sensor 1 
4 = Info RH sensor 2 
5 = Info RH sensor 3 
6 = Info RH sensor 4 
7 = Info RH sensor 5 
8 = Info RH sensor 6 
9 = Info RH sensor 7 
10 = Info RH sensor 8 

0..10 - 0 

P 0913 Delay RH alarm 0..99 min 0 
P 0914 Detection RH alarm 

0 = Never 
1 = During cool phase 
2 = During cool and store phase 
3 = During store phase 

0..3 - 0 

P 0915 Action at RH alarm 
0 = None (non fatal alarm) 
1 = All control off (fatal alarm) 
2 = Only RH control off (non fatal alarm) 

0..2 - 0 

P 0920 Action at No control RH sensor alarm 
1 = All control off (fatal alarm) 
2 = Only RH control off (non fatal alarm) 

1..2 - 2 

P 0930 Delay No hotgas alarm 0..99 min 0 
P 0931 Delay External non fatal alarm 1 0..9999 s 0 
P 0932 Delay External non fatal alarm 2 0..9999 s 0 
P 0933 Delay External non fatal alarm 3 0..9999 s 0 
P 0934 Delay External fatal alarm 1 0..9999 s 0 
P 0935 Delay External fatal alarm 2 0..9999 s 0 
P 0936 Delay External fatal alarm 3 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0..9999 s 0 

Alarms 2 
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Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
P 0960 Type temperature alarm 2 

0 = Absolute minimum sensor A 
1 = Absolute maximum sensor A 
2 = Relative minimum sensor A w. r. t. set point 
3 = Relative maximum sensor A w. r. t. set point 
4 = Maximum (absolute) difference between sensor A and B 
5 = Relative minimum sensor A w.r.t. sensor B 
6 = Relative maximum sensor A w.r.t. sensor B 
Sensor A and B are selected with P0962 and P0966. 

0..6 - 0 

P 0961 Alarm temperature 2 -100.0..+100.0 °C -40.0 
P 0962 Sensor A for temperature alarm 2 

Values conform P0135 
0..26 - 0 

P 0963 Delay temperature alarm 2 0..99 min 0 
P 0964 Detection temperature alarm 2 

0 = Never 
1 = During cool phase 
2 = During cool and store phase 
3 = During store phase 

0..3  0 

P 0965 Action at temperature alarm 2 
0 = None (non fatal alarm) 
1 = All control off (fatal alarm) 

0..1 - 0 

P 0966 Sensor B for temperature alarm 2 
Values conform P0135. 
@ P0960 > 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0..26 - 0 

Blocking 
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Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
P 1000 
P 1001 

Blocking Monday..Friday start time 1  
24 = Not active 

00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 1002 
P 1003 

Blocking Monday..Friday stop time 1 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 1004 
P 1005 

Blocking Monday..Friday start time 2 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 1006 
P 1007 

Blocking Monday..Friday stop time 2 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 1008 
P 1009 

Blocking Monday..Friday start time 3 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 1010 
P 1011 

Blocking Monday..Friday stop time 3 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 1012 
P 1013 

Blocking Monday..Friday start time 4 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 1014 
P 1015 

Blocking Monday..Friday stop time 4 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 1020 
P 1021 

Blocking Saturday..Sunday start time 1  00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 1022 
P 1023 

Blocking Saturday..Sunday stop time 1  00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 1024 
P 1025 

Blocking Saturday..Sunday start time 2 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 1026 
P 1027 

Blocking Saturday..Sunday stop time 2 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 1028 
P 1029 

Blocking Saturday..Sunday start time 3 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 1030 
P 1031 

Blocking Saturday..Sunday stop time 3 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 1032 
P 1033 

Blocking Saturday..Sunday start time 4 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 1034 
P 1035 

Blocking Saturday..Sunday stop time 4 00..24 
00..59 

hour 
min 

24 
00 

P 1040 Ignore blocking for automatic ventilation 
0 = No 
1 = Yes 

0..1 - 0 

P 1041 Pause defrost time during blocking30 
0 = No 
1 = Yes (if number of evaporators = 1 or P0804 = 1) 

0..1 - 0 

P 1042 Alarms during blocking 
0 = Normal detection 
1 = No temperature and RH alarms 

0..1 - 0 

P 1043 Ignore blocking for (relay function) cooling ventilation31 
0 = No 
1 = Yes 
 
 
 
 

0..1 - 0 

Water measurement 

                                                           
30 A block condition stops a running defrost action. The defrost action will restart after the block condition has expired. 
P1041 determines whether the defrost time after the block condition starts again or is only paused during the block 
condition. Pausing the defrost time is only possible with one evaporator or with simultaneous start of several evaporators 
(P0804=1). 
31 A block condition stops a cooling action. With this parameter it can be realised that cooling ventilation switch off delay 
(relay function cooling ventilation) is still performed despite the block condition. 
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Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
P 1100 Amount per water counter pulse 1..100 liter 1 
P 1101 Open water valve after 1..1000 liter 1 
P 1102 Activation time water valve 0..999 s 5 
Proportional suction valve 
P 1200 Min. settable suction pressure set point (during cooling) -1.0..50.0 bar 0.0 
P 1201 Max. settable suction pressure set point (during cooling) -1.0..50.0 bar 10.0 
P 1202 Suction pressure at 4 mA -1.0..50.0 bar 0.0 
P 1203 Suction pressure at 20 mA -1.0..50.0 bar 10.0 
P 1204 Delay suction pressure sensor alarm32 0..9999 s 0 
P 1205 Action at suction pressure sensor alarm 

1 = All control off (fatal alarm) 
2 = Fixed suction valve position (P1224) during cooling (non 
fatal alarm) 

1..2 - 1 

P 1206 Automatically confirm suction pressure sensor alarm 
0 = No 
1 = Yes 
@ P1205 = 2, only applies to non fatal suction pressure 
sensor alarm 

0..1 - 0 

P 1210 Suction valve feedback when valve closed 0.0..15.0 V 0.0 
P 1211 Suction valve feedback when valve open 0.0..15.0 V 12.0 
P 1212 Suction valve run time 1..240 s 80 
P 1213 Pause time change direction of suction valve33 0..10 s 1 
P 1214 Neutral zone suction valve34 0.1..20.0 % 2.0 
P 1215 Extra run time suction valve at end stops35 1..60 s 20 
P 1216 Suction valve alarm36 0..100 % 5 
P 1217 Delay suction valve alarm 0..9999 s 5 
P 1220 Suction valve position when cell off 0..100 % 0 
P 1221 Suction valve position when cell not active 

(cell controller on, no hot gas defrosting, no cooling) 
0..100 % 0 

P 1222 Suction valve position during hotgas defrost 0..100 % 0 
P 1223 Suction valve position at start cooling 0..100 % 0 
P 1224 Suction valve position at suction pressure sensor alarm 

(during cooling) 
@P1205 = 2 

0..100 % 0 

P 1230 Suction valve control Proportional (P) band 0.1..50.0 bar 10.0 
P 1231 Suction pressure control Integration (I) time 

(9999 = No I-action) 
1..9999 s 9999 

P 1232 Suction valve control PI offset 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-50.0..50.0 bar 0.0 

Suction pressure alarms (only detection during PI control during cooling) 

                                                           
32 During the delay, the measured value is limited between P1202 and P1203. A suction pressure sensor alarm is 
generated only after the delay. 
33 A pause time can be set between the control of the suction valve in one direction and the other direction. During the 
pause time, the valve is not actively closed and not actively open. 
34 A neutral zone applies around the desired suction valve position. As long as the suction valve is within the neutral zone, 
the suction valve control is not restarted. 
35 If the suction valve has reached an end stop, then the control is still held during this run time. This allows a possible 
deviation from the internally estimated suction valve position to be cancelled. 
36 If the absolute difference between the internally calculated suction valve position and the suction valve feedback is 
greater than this value (P1216), an F25 Suction valve error alarm is generated. An alarm delay can be set for this alarm 
(P1217). 
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Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
P 1250 Type suction pressure alarm 1 

0 = Absolute minimum alarm 
1 = Absolute maximum alarm 
2 = Relative minimum alarm w. r. t. set point 
3 = Relative minimum alarm w. r. t. set point 

0..3 - 0 

P 1251 Suction pressure alarm 1 -1.0..50.0 bar -1.0 
P 1253 Delay suction pressure alarm 1 0..9999 s 0 
P 1255 Action at suction pressure alarm 1 

0 = None (non fatal alarm) 
1 = All control off (fatal alarm) 

0..1 - 0 

P 1260 Type suction pressure alarm 2 
0 = Absolute minimum alarm 
1 = Absolute maximum alarm 
2 = Relative minimum alarm w. r. t. set point 
3 = Relative minimum alarm w. r. t. set point 

0..3 - 1 

P 1261 Suction pressure alarm 2 -1.0..50.0 bar 50.0 
P 1263 Delay suction pressure alarm 2 0..9999 s 0 
P 1265 Action at suction pressure alarm 2 

0 = None (non fatal alarm) 
1 = All control off (fatal alarm) 

0..1 - 0 
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5.2 Network parameters 
Note: The network parameters are synchronized among controllers on the same network: If a 
network parameter on a controller is changed, that change is automatically applied to all other 
controllers on the same network. And if a controller is connected to a network or provided with 
power, then it automatically copies the network parameters from the controllers which were 
already active on the same network. 

Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
Cool groups 
P 2100 Cool group 1, Max. cooling capacity 0..5000 kW 500 
P 2110 Cool group 2, Max. cooling capacity 0..5000 kW 500 
P 2120 Cool group 3, Max. cooling capacity 0..5000 kW 500 
P 2130 Cool group 4, Max. cooling capacity 0..5000 kW 500 
P 2140 Cool group 5, Max. cooling capacity 0..5000 kW 500 
Store group 1 
P 2200 Store group 1, Max. cooling capacity 0..5000 kW 1 
P 2201 Store group 1, Cycle time 10..240 min 90 
P 2202 Store group 1, Order37 

0 = Standard 
1 = Rotating 
2 = Store start number 
3 = Per store start number 
4 = With store subgroups 

0..4 - 0 

P 2204 Store group 1, Cooling switch-off delay38 0..120 s 0 
Store group 2 
P 2210 Store group 2, Max. cooling capacity 0..5000 kW 1 
P 2211 Store group 2, Cycle time 10..240 min 90 
P 2212 Store group 2, Order 0..4 - 0 
P 2213 Store group 2, Cooling switch-off delay 0..120 s 0 
Store group 3 
P 2220 Store group 3, Max. cooling capacity 0..5000 kW 1 
P 2221 Store group 3, Cycle time 10..240 min 90 
P 2222 Store group 3, Order 0..4 - 0 
P 2223 Store group 3, Cooling switch-off delay 0..120 s 0 
Store group 4 
P 2230 Store group 4, Max. cooling capacity 0..5000 kW 1 
P 2231 Store group 4, Cycle time 10..240 min 90 
P 2232 Store group 4, Order 0..4 - 0 
P 2233 Store group 4, Cooling switch-off delay 0..120 s 0 
Store group 5 
P 2240 Store group 5, Max. cooling capacity 0..5000 kW 1 
P 2241 Store group 5, Cycle time 10..240 min 90 
P 2242 Store group 5, Order 0..4 - 0 
P 2243 Store group 5, Cooling switch-off delay 

 
 
 
 
 

0..120 s 0 

                                                           
37 Changes to this parameter will take effect when a new store cycle is started. The order of the running store cycle will 
not be adjusted. For a description of the non-standard orders, see section 1.19. 
38 A mechanically cooling cell that is going to be turned off while another cell is started will continue cooling for a while 
during this time, so that, for example, the compressors can continue to run with little to no interruption when cell 
switchover occurs. 
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Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
Defrost group 1 
P 2400 Defrost group 1, Max. number of cells defrost at same time 1..100 - 1 
P 2401 Defrost group 1, Max. number of cells waiting for hotgas 1..20 - 1 
P 2402 Defrost group 1, Min. number of cooling cells for hotgas 

defrost 
1..100 - 1 

P 2403 Defrost group 1, Max. waiting time for hotgas 0..120 min 15 
P 2405 Defrost group 1, Min. cool demand for start forced cooling (of 

"Highest cool demand" cells) 
0.1..5.0 K 0.2 

P 2406 Defrost group 1, Forced cooling order 
0 = None 
1 = Preference cells, Highest cool demand, Standby cells 
2 = Preference cells, Standby cells, Highest cool demand 
3 = Standby cells, Preference cells, Largest cool demand 

0..3 - 0 

Defrost group 2 
P 2410 Defrost group 2, Max. number of cells defrost at same time 1..100 - 1 
P 2411 Defrost group 2, Max. number of cells waiting for hotgas 1..20 - 1 
P 2412 Defrost group 2, Min. number of cooling cells for hotgas 

defrost 
1..100 - 1 

P 2413 Defrost group 2, Max. waiting time for hotgas 0..120 min 15 
P 2415 Defrost group 2, Min. cool demand for start forced cooling (of 

"Highest cool demand" cells) 
0.1..5.0 K 0.2 

P 2416 Defrost group 2, Forced cooling order 0..3 - 0 
Defrost group 3 
P 2420 Defrost group 3, Max. number of cells defrost at same time 1..100 - 1 
P 2421 Defrost group 3, Max. number of cells waiting for hotgas 1..20 - 1 
P 2422 Defrost group 3, Min. number of cooling cells for hotgas 

defrost 
1..100 - 1 

P 2423 Defrost group 3, Max. waiting time for hotgas 0..120 min 15 
P 2425 Defrost group 3, Min. cool demand for start forced cooling (of 

"Highest cool demand" cells) 
0.1..5.0 K 0.2 

P 2426 Defrost group 3, Forced cooling order 0..3 - 0 
Defrost group 4 
P 2430 Defrost group 4, Max. number of cells defrost at same time 1..100 - 1 
P 2431 Defrost group 4, Max. number of cells waiting for hotgas 1..20 - 1 
P 2432 Defrost group 4, Min. number of cooling cells for hotgas 

defrost 
1..100 - 1 

P 2433 Defrost group 4, Max. waiting time for hotgas 0..120 min 15 
P 2435 Defrost group 4, Min. cool demand for start forced cooling (of 

"Highest cool demand" cells) 
0.1..5.0 K 0.2 

P 2436 Defrost group 4, Forced cooling order 0..3 - 0 
Defrost group 5 
P 2440 Defrost group 5, Max. number of cells defrost at same time 1..100 - 1 
P 2441 Defrost group 5, Max. number of cells waiting for hotgas 1..20 - 1 
P 2442 Defrost group 5, Min. number of cooling cells for hotgas 

defrost 
1..100 - 1 

P 2443 Defrost group 5, Max. waiting time for hotgas 0..120 min 15 
P 2445 Defrost group 5, Min. cool demand for start forced cooling (of 

"Highest cool demand" cells) 
0.1..5.0 K 0.2 

P 2446 Defrost group 5, Forced cooling order 0..3 - 0 
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5.3 Controller parameters 
Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
P 6300 Language control panels 

0 = Dutch 
1 = English 
2 = German 

0..2 - 1 

P 6301 Alarm buzzer time (after new alarm detection) 
0 = Buzzer never on 
999 = Buzzer on until alarm is confirmed 

0..999 s 0 

P 6302 Access code operation 
0 = No code required for operation 

0..9999 - 0 

P 6303 Access code parameters 
0 = Code for parameters is equal to code for operation 

0..9999 - 0 

P 6310 Scope control panel 1 (with network number 101) 
0 = Off 
Each digit in the value enables the control to a specific cell 
controller. Example: With value 34 this control panel can be 
used to control cell controllers 3 and 4 (if available).  

0..12345 - 0 

P 6311 Scope control panel 2 (with network number 102) 0..12345 - 0 
P 6312 Scope control panel 3 (with network number 103) 0..12345 - 0 
P 6313 Scope control panel 4 (with network number 104) 0..12345 - 0 
P 6314 Scope control panel 5 (with network number 105) 0..12345 - 0 
P 6315 Default page standard control panel (at power up) 

0 = Main page 
1 = Cell page of first cell-controller (according scope) 

0..1 - 0 

P 6316 Default page control panel 1 0..1 - 0 
P 6317 Default page control panel 2 0..1 - 0 
P 6318 Default page control panel 3 0..1 - 0 
P 6319 Default page control panel 4 0..1 - 0 
P 6320 Default page control panel 5 0..1 - 0 
P 6400 Min. temperature analog input 1 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6401 Max. temperature analog input 1 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6402 Min. temperature analog input 2 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6403 Max. temperature analog input 2 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6404 Min. temperature analog input 3 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6405 Max. temperature analog input 3 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6406 Min. temperature analog input 4 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6407 Max. temperature analog input 4 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6408 Min. temperature analog input 5 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6409 Max. temperature analog input 5 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6410 Min. temperature analog input 6 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6411 Max. temperature analog input 6 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6412 Min. temperature analog input 7 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6413 Max. temperature analog input 7 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6414 Min. temperature analog input 8 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6415 Max. temperature analog input 8 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6416 Min. temperature analog input 9 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6417 Max. temperature analog input 9 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6418 Min. temperature analog input 10 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6419 Max. temperature analog input 10 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6420 Min. temperature analog input 11 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6421 Max. temperature analog input 11 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6422 Min. temperature analog input 12 -100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
P 6423 Max. temperature analog input 12 

 
 

-100.0..100.0 °C 0.0 
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Nr. Description Range Unit Default 
P 7000 Software version - - - 
P 7001 Serial number - - - 
P 7002 Production date - year.week - 
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5.4 Parameter web page 
The parameters of the cell controllers can be modified on the parameter web page. To do so, a 
computer must be connected over the Ethernet to the controller (see section 4.1). 

Use a web browser to connect to the controller by entering http://<ip.address>/params. in the 
address bar of the browser. 

Then log in with username "user" and password. A web page opens in which you can view and 
change the parameters. 

 

If multiple cell controllers are configured, you can select a controller nr. from the top of the page, 
and the parameters will be displayed. 

Note: The displayed parameter values are a snapshot of the data as they were provided when the 
page was called up. To view the current parameters of the web page, refresh the page. This can be 
done in most web browsers by pressing Ctrl + F5. 
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6 Alarms 
The cell controllers within the controller can generate the alarms in the table below. 

Non fatal alarms are indicated with a "W" (warning) code, fatal alarms (all control off) are indicated 
with a "F" (Fatal) code. 

Code Description 
W01 Control temperature sensor 1 error 
W02 Control temperature sensor 2 error 
W03 Defrost temperature sensor evaporator 1 error 
W04 Defrost temperature sensor evaporator 2 error 
W05 Defrost temperature sensor evaporator 3 error 
W06 Defrost temperature sensor evaporator 4 error 
W07 Defrost temperature sensor evaporator 5 error 
W08 Product temperature sensor 1 error 
W09 Product temperature sensor 2 error 
W10 Product temperature sensor 3 error 
W11 Product temperature sensor 4 error 
W12 Product temperature sensor 5 error 
W13 Exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 1 error 
W14 Exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 2 error 
W15 Exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 3 error 
W16 Exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 4 error 
W17 Exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 5 error 
W18 Control RH sensor 1 error 
W19 Control RH sensor 2 error 
W20 Info RH sensor 1 error 
W21 Info RH sensor 2 error 
W22 Info RH sensor 3 error 
W23 Info RH sensor 4 error 
W24 Info RH sensor 5 error 
W25 External non fatal alarm 1 
W26 No hotgas (available)39 
W27 No control RH sensor 
W28 Temperature alarm 1 
W29 RH alarm 
W30 No temperature alarm 1 sensor(en) 
W31 No RH alarm sensor 
W32 External non fatal alarm 2 
W33 External non fatal alarm 3 
W34 Temperature alarm 2 
W35 No temperature alarm 2 sensor(en) 
W36 Suction pressure alarm 140 
W37 Suction pressure alarm 241 
W38 CO2 sensor 1 error 
W44 Temperature input board error 
W45 Analog input board error 
W46 Digital input board error 
W47 Analog output board error 
W48 Relay board error 

                                                           
39 If hotgas defrost with own evaporators has been set (P0802 = -1), then this alarm indicates that configuration and/or 
parameter settings have been made that blocks this form of defrost.  
40 Only detection during PI control during cooling. 
41 Only detection during PI control during cooling. 
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Code Description 
W49 Defrost temperature sensor evaporator 6 error 
W50 Defrost temperature sensor evaporator 7 error 
W51 Defrost temperature sensor evaporator 8 error 
W52 Product temperature sensor 6 error 
W53 Product temperature sensor 7 error 
W54 Product temperature sensor 8 error 
W55 Exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 6 error 
W56 Exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 7 error 
W57 Exhaust temperature sensor evaporator 8 error 
W58 Info RH sensor 6 error 
W59 Info RH sensor 7 error 
W60 Info RH sensor 8 error 
W62 Outside temperature sensor error 
W63 Suction pressure sensor 1 error 
W65 Second defrost temperature sensor evaporator 1 error 
W66 Second defrost temperature sensor evaporator 2 error 
W67 Second defrost temperature sensor evaporator 3 error 
W68 Second defrost temperature sensor evaporator 4 error 
W69 Second defrost temperature sensor evaporator 5 error 
W70 Second defrost temperature sensor evaporator 6 error 
W71 Second defrost temperature sensor evaporator 7 error 
W72 Second defrost temperature sensor evaporator 8 error 
F01 External fatal alarm 1 
F02 No control temperature sensor 
F03 No control RH sensor 
F04 Temperature alarm 1 
F05 RH alarm 
F06 Double cell number 
F07 External fatal alarm 2 
F08 External fatal alarm 3 
F09 Temperature alarm 2 
F10 Suction pressure alarm 142 
F11 Suction pressure alarm 243 
F12 Temperature input board error 
F13 Analog input board error 
F14 Digital input board error 
F15 Analog output board error 
F16 Relay board error 
F17 Suction pressure sensor 1 error 
F18 Suction valve 1 error44 
F19 No outside temperature sensor 

  

                                                           
42 Only detection during PI control during cooling. 
43 Only detection during PI control during cooling. 
44 Detection based on comparison of the suction valve control and the suction valve position feedback. 
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7 Connection diagrams 

7.1 RS485 connections 
The control panels and internal PCBs are connected to the MC3 Processor (Position 0) with an 
external and internal RS485 network. The control panels must be connected to the external RS485 
network via the RS485 isolated Wide connection on the MC3 Processor. The internal PCBs are 
connected to the RS485 Local connection of the MC3 Processor via the local bus 
connectors/headers on the side of the PCBs. 

With RS485 networks, it is important that the network is terminated electrically at the beginning 
and at the end. The control panels, the MC3 Processor and the internal PCBs have facilities for this 
with DIP switches. See the relevant connection drawings for this. 

In addition, the MC3 Processor has features to activate pull-up and pull-down resistors to realise 
better network signals. 

For further information on RS485 networks we refer to the RS485 standard: 

• TIA-485-A, Electrical Characteristics of Generators and Receivers for Use in Balanced Digital 
Multipoint Systems (Reaffirmed: December 7, 2012) 

• TSB-89-A, Application Guidelines for TIA/EIA-485-A (January 2000) 
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7.2 Overview of controllers article numbers 
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907.100004 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v * 16 16 12  13 16 
907.100012 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v * 16 16 12  25  
907.100014 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v 8 8   19 8 
907.100015 MC3-FRUIT Controller 2v * 16 16   13  
907.100016 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v * 18 16 2 2 25 8 
907.100017 MC3-FRUIT Controller 2v 8 4  3 13  
907.100018 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v * 32    25  
907.100019 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v * 16    25  
907.100021 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v * 16 16   25  
907.100025 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v * 16 16   13  
907.100031 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v * 32  12  25  
907.100037 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v * 32 16   25  
907.100038 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v * 32 8   19  
907.100051 MC3-FRUIT Controller 4v * 34 8 4 6 19 16 
907.100063 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v * 32 24   19  
907.100066 MC3-FRUIT Controller 4v * 34 11 1 12 19 16 
907.100026 MC3-COOL Controller 3v 8 8   19 8 
907.100028 MC3-COOL Controller 2v 8 4  3 13  
907.100034 MC3-COOL Controller 3v * 16 16   25  
907.100035 MC3-COOL Controller 2v * 16 16   13  
907.100055 MC3-COOL Controller 3v * 16    25 16 
907.100069 MC3-COOL Controller 2v 8 8   7 8 
 

*) Article numbers marked with an * have the possibility to convert one or more temperature 
sensor inputs to a digital contact input. That then concerns internal boards of the type 805.140739 
1300400 MC3-Analog-in on position 1 or 3, see section 7.18. 
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7.3 Internal boards 
<Nummer> <Naam> 
Positie 1 Positie 3 Positie 5 
Positie 0 Positie 2 Positie 4 
 
907.100004 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v 
805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

805.000061 130023 MC3 Digital-in 
   Input: 16x Digital contact 

805.140005 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 12x Analog voltage (0..1V/10V) 

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

805.000059 121176 MC3 Analog-out 
   Output: 16x Analog (0..10V/20mA) 

 
907.100012 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v 
805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

805.000061 130023 MC3 Digital-in 
   Input: 16x Digital contact 

805.140005 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 12x Analog voltage (0..1V/10V) 

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

 
907.100014 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v 
805.140001 130540 MC3 Analog-in/out 
   Input: 8x Pt1000 temperature sensor 
   Output: 8x Analog output (0..10V/20mA) 

- - 

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

805.000074 130903 MC3 Digital-in/out 
   Input: 8x Digital contact 
   Output: 6x Relay contact 

 
907.100015 MC3-FRUIT Controller 2v 
805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

805.000061 130023 MC3 Digital-in 
   Input: 16x Digital contact 

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

 
907.100016 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v 
805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

805.000061 130023 MC3 Digital-in 
   Input: 16x Digital contact 

805.140002 130540 MC3 Analog-in/out 
   Input: 2x Analog current (0/4..20mA) 
   Input: 2x Analog voltage (0..1/10V) 
   Input: 2x Pt1000 temperature sensor 
   Output: 8x Analog (0..10V/20mA) 

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

 
907.100017 MC3-FRUIT Controller 2v 
805.150409 130040 MC3 Analog in 
   Input: 8x Pt1000 temperature sensor 
   Input: 4x Digital contact 
   Input: 3x Analog current (0/4..20mA) 

- 

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

 
907.100018 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v 
805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

- 

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

 
907.100019 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v 
805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

- - 

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 
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907.100021 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v 
805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

805.000061 130023 MC3 Digital-in 
   Input: 16x Digital contact 

- 

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

 
907.100025 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v 
805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

805.000061 130023 MC3 Digital-in 
   Input: 16x Digital contact 

- 

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

- 

 
907.100031 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v 
805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

805.140005 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 12x Analog voltage (0..1V/10V) 

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

 
907.100037 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v 
805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

805.000061 130023 MC3 Digital-in 
   Input: 16x Digital contact 

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

 
907.100038 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v 
805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

- 

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

805.000074 130903 MC3 Digital-in/out 
   Input: 8x Digital contact 
   Output: 6x Relay contact 

 
907.100051 MC3-FRUIT Controller 4v 
Positie Print Input/Output 
0 805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor Output: 1x Relay contact 
1 805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 
2 805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out Output: 12x Relay contact 
3 805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 
4 805.000074 130903 MC3 Digital-in/out Input: 8x Digital contact 

Output: 6x Relay contact 
5 805.160396 130040 MC3 Analog-in Input: 6x Analog current (0/4..20mA) 

Input: 2x Analog voltage (0..1/10V) 
Input: 2x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

6 805.000059 121176 MC3 Analog-out Output: 16x Analog (0..10V/20mA) 
7 - - 

 
907.100063 MC3-FRUIT Controller 3v 
805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

805.150199 130040 MC3 Analog in 
   Input: 8x Pt1000 temperature sensor 
   Input: 8x Digital contact 

805.150199 130040 MC3 Analog in 
   Input: 8x Pt1000 temperature sensor 
   Input: 8x Digital contact 

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

805.000074 130903 MC3 Digital-in/out 
   Input: 8x Digital contact 
   Output: 6x Relay contact 
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907.100066 MC3-FRUIT Controller 4v 
Positie Print Input/Output 
0 805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor Output: 1x Relay contact 
1 805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 
2 805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out Output: 12x Relay contact 
3 805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 
4 805.000074 130903 MC3 Digital-in/out Input: 8x Digital contact 

Output: 6x Relay contact 
5 805.140551 130040 MC3 Analog in Input: 12x Analog current (0/4..20mA) 

Input: 1x Analog voltage (0..1/10V) 
Input: 3x Digital contact 

6 805.000059 121176 MC3 Analog-out Output: 16x Analog (0..10V/20mA) 
7 - - 

 
907.100026 MC3-COOL Controller 3v 
805.140001 130540 MC3 Analog-in/out 
   Input: 8x Pt1000 temperature sensor 
   Output: 8x Analog output (0..10V/20mA) 

  

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

805.000074 130903 MC3 Digital-in/out 
   Input: 8x Digital contact 
   Output: 6x Relay contact 

 
907.100028 MC3-COOL Controller 2v 
805.150409 130040 MC3 Analog in 
   Input: 8x Pt1000 temperature sensor 
   Input: 4x Digital contact 
   Input: 3x Analog current (0/4..20mA) 

 

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

 
907.100034 MC3-COOL Controller 3v 
805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

805.000061 130023 MC3 Digital-in 
   Input: 16x Digital contact 

 

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

 
907.100035 MC3-COOL Controller 2v 
805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

805.000061 130023 MC3 Digital-in 
   Input: 16x Digital contact 

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

 
907.100055 MC3-COOL Controller 3v 
805.140739 130040 MC3 Analog-in 
   Input: 16x Pt1000 temperature sensor 

805.000071 130680 MC3 Analog-out 
   Output: 16x Analog (0..10V/20mA) 

 

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

805.000060 121184 MC3 Digital-out 
   Output: 12x Relay contact 

 
907.100069 MC3-COOL Controller 2v 
805.140001 130540 MC3 Analog-in/out 
   Input: 8x Pt1000 temperature sensor 
   Output: 8x Analog output (0..10V/20mA) 

 

805.000057 121030 MC3 Processor 
   Output: 1x Relay contact 

805.000074 130903 MC3 Digital-in/out 
   Input: 8x Digital contact 
   Output: 6x Relay contact 
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7.4 Print 805.000057  121030 MC Processor 
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7.5 Board 805.000059  121176 MC3 Analog-out 
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7.6 Board 805.000060  121184 MC3 Digital-out 
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7.7 Board 805.000061  130023 MC3 Digital-in 
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7.8 Board 805.000071  130680 MC3 Analog-out 
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7.9 Board 805.000074  130903 MC3 Digital-in/out 
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7.10 Board 805.140001  130540 MC3 Analog-in/out 
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7.11 Board 805.140002  130540 MC3 Analog-in/out 
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7.12 Board 805.140005  130040 MC3 Analog-in 
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7.13 Board 805.140551  130040 MC3 Analog in 
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7.14 Board 805.140739  130040 MC3 Analog-in45 
 

  
                                                           
45 If this board has been placed on position 1 or 3, then the temperature sensor inputs can be converted to a 
digital contact input, see section 7.18. 
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7.15 Board 805.150199  130040 MC3 Analog in 
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7.16 Board 805.150409  130040 MC3 Analog in 
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7.17 Board 805.160396  130040 MC3 Analog-in 
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7.18 Convert temperature inputs to digital input 
If an internal board of the type 805.140739 1300400 MC3-Analog-in is applied on position 1 or 3, 
then the temperature sensor inputs can be converted to a digital contact input. Default are all 
inputs of this board temperature sensor input. 

In order to carry out the conversion the following procedure has to be followed: 

On the web page, select Controller config then Digin config 1 to convert the inputs of the board 
on position 1: 

 

In the picklist, select the desired number of digital contact inputs for this board, then press the 
Submit  button. 

Then have the controller scan the hardware once more. To do so, press the button Create new 
configuration from hardware  on the web page under Controller config  / Hardware config  (see 
below screenshot). 
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The desired input functions can then be allocated to the digital contact inputs. Note: If digital input 
functions had already been allocated it should be checked whether these allocations are still 
correct. If necessary, the allocations have to be corrected. 

The highest numbered input channels (see section 7.14) of this board are used for the digital 
contact inputs. Example: If 2 digital inputs are configured then the connections T1a/b to T14a/b 
are temperature sensor inputs and connections T15a/b to T16a/b are digital contact inputs. 

 (Practically) the same procedure applies to converting the inputs of the board on position 3. Only a 
different web page has to be selected: Controller config  and Digin config 3 . 
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7.19 Touchscreen control panel 
The control panel has a connector on the back for +12Vdc, A, B and GND signals: see markings 
printed on the PCB. This connector is used for connecting the control panel to the RS485 Wide 
connection of the MC3 processor and the +12Vdc power supply. The control panel consumes a 
maximum of 200 mA. 

The PCB has two dipswitches: see figure below. Dipswitch S1 gives a possibility for selecting the 
screen brightness. The ON position makes the screen brighter. Dipswitch S2 can be used for 
terminating the RS485 connection. If the control panel is the first or last unit in the RS485 network, 
then the termination must be enabled by setting dipswitch S2 to ON. 
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8 Dimensions 

8.1 Controller (2 board positions wide)  
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8.2 Controller (3 board positions wide)  
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8.3 Controller (3 board positions wide) 
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8.4 Touchscreen control panel 
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9 Timing diagram hotgas defrost 
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10 Notes  
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